2018-2019
Long Term Curriculum Overview
Main Subject and Topic Drivers
2018-2019
Key Authors for the Year
Autumn 1:
Explorers and Adventurers
Autumn 2:
Looking Back
Spring 1:
Bookworms
Spring 2:
What a Wonderful World!
Summer Term:
Holidays

Year 3
Chris Riddell and Anthony Browne
Egypt

Victorians

Poetry
Rocks and soils (including The Stone Age)
Volcanoes and earthquakes
Asia
Light and shadow

Whole School Theme:

Year 3 Topic:

What a Wonderful World!

Volcanoes and Earthquakes

Termly Overview
Spring 2 2019

- This half term, we will be writing stories,

English

non-chronological reports and information
texts based on our topic, Volcanoes and

- In Maths, we will be learning how to find fractions of

Maths

Earthquakes.

- Throughout our Computing sessions we will be

different rocks and how we use them in
everyday life. Also we will be looking at

Computing

different types of soil and how they are

and History

- We will be exploring famous volcanoes from
around the world. We will also discover how

PE

they are formed and why earthquakes occur.

own volcanoes using a variety of different

Music

music for different purposes.

- In PSHE, we will be discussing what makes us

PSHE

has in the Christian faith during our RE
lessons.

healthy. We will look at physical and mental health
and how they both work together.
- In Forest School, we will be investigating different

Forest School

soils in a variety of different locations. We will also be
producing art using rocks.

- We will be looking at the importance Easter

R.E.

and implementing them into game situations. We will
also be playing a variety of different racket sports.

materials.
- We will continue to improvise and compose

will also investigate the different parts of a computer

- This half term, we will be learning the rules of rugby

- In Art, we will be designing and creating our

Art and Design

programming robots to move around obstacles. We
and how they are used.

formed.

Geography

- We will also interpret and present data using bar
charts, pictograms and tables.

- Rocks and soils: we will be investigating

Science

different objects using bar models.

- We will be continuing to learn basic Spanish phrases

Spanish

with our Spanish teacher and consolidate this
learning through Language Nut.

